Rancho BioSciences
Knowledge Mining Services
Rancho BioSciences is an International Data Curation Company. We have a team
of experienced PhD and MD scientists around the world that deliver high quality
work on time and on budget. Our goal is to service the life science community
by curating all types of data including clinical, genomic, in vitro and in vivo assay
data, RNA-seq, image data and chemistry data, by adhering to F.A.I.R. principles
— making data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable and Analysis Ready.
By providing knowledge mining services we help our clients find information, targets,
PI’s, data sets efficiently.

PROCESS
Rancho BioSciences has PhD and MD scientists with domain
knowledge, experience and expertise in knowledge and
data mining.
Our processes are designed to alleviate the work load and
stress of projects, so you can meet your project goals
seamlessly. Our team will meet with you to define the project
scope and then prepare a proposal covering the project
deliverables, timelines, risks, expectations and costs. Your
feedback is incorporated, and the proposal document is
turned into an actionable document — a SOW (Statement
of Work) for processing. Our Project Managers schedule project
kick-off meetings with you at the start of the project to
discuss deliverables, timelines and establish a communication
cadence that will work best for you. For larger projects and
accounts, we assign a Project Manager and Technical Lead(s)
to ensure project success. For projects that require Rancho
to access your data, or infrastructure, we will work with you
to onboard our scientists. We ensure that regular conference
calls are scheduled to review the project progress, according
to our communication plan. Of course, we are always available
to you, when needed via phone and email. Once the project
is completed, we schedule a final project wrap-up meeting
— which can be done virtually, or on-site, where we hand
over all deliverables and project documentation and review
any questions with you.

KNOWLEDGE MINING
SERVICES
Our scientists use their expertise, and work with customers
to meet their knowledge mining needs. These types of projects
can include:

Data Mining:
Mining of external data resources and databases for specific
key words can be advantageous to drug discovery. Rancho
scientists automate this process by creating a script,
automating data collection from public databases and
resources, such as: PubMed, the database of Genotypes and
Phenotypes (dbGaP), Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO),
Sequence Read Archive (SRA), and ArrayExpress. This can be
done either once, or over a specified time period as data
grows and updates.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipelines:
We can create an NLP pipeline that can, for example, generate
a list of rank ordered literature based on customer specified
terms and their relationships — improving upon traditional,
multi-term indexed text searches. These pipelines can be used
in target prioritizations, as well as experimental design.
Drug Target Reports:
Key to the early stages of drug discovery is the ability to
quickly make a ‘go-or-no-go’ decision on a drug target —
a prioritization that is needed to save companies time and
money. Many factors can go into these decisions, and often a
comprehensive report, or collection of all pertinent information
about a gene is needed. To generate these comprehensive
reports, Rancho scientists leverage automation, followed
by a human interpretation and analysis. The resulting report
tells a story for that specific gene. These reports can be
customized based on customer need, and typically can
include general gene information, expression of the gene
(CCLE, TCGA), protein expression, mutations, analysis of relevant
pathways in a specific disease context, ability to drug,
competitive intelligence, and the experimental path forward.
Final formats can include slide decks, written reports, and/or
oral presentations.
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